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Give your 
patients the 
highest possible 
comfort and a 
treatment with 
the best results 

Dama
& Sena

Picture: Dama 4

SIT BACK 
AND RELAX



Ideal for any 
treatment

Namrol multifunctional chairs have 
been designed for all types of beauty 
treatments, Dermatology, facials, body 
treatments, hair removal, make-up, 
tattoos and even massage.
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Dama

Treatment beds are an essential part of a 
practice and should be the focal point of every 
clinic.

More than just a necessary piece of equipment, 
Dama represents an investment in quality, 
technology, and comfort to your patients. It’s the 
opportunity for your clinic to enhance effi ciency 
and expand treatment solutions, differentiating your 
practice and clearing the way for profi t growth.

Design: The design features are augmented by a 
highly original color concept.
This means that you can explore new avenues in 
interior design and harmoniously integrate the 
Dama treatment chair into your clinic. So let yourself 
be inspired and select your combination.

Reliability: 100% made in Barcelona - Spain. The 
electronics with SMT technology and the base, seat, 
back support and leg support are backed up by low 
tension, silent and reliable equipment.

Comfort: The non-slip upholstery, soft padding and 
ergonomic lines have been designed to provide 
maximum comfort to the patient.

Design, Reliability 
and Comfort
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Sena

With Dama base the Sena multi-treatment chair 
offers a new dimension to work:  reliability and 
effi ciency at an affordable price.

Easy to operate, safe and economic functioning. 
This multi-treatment couch allows an easy, versatile 
work pattern. 

Design , comfort and reliability are the main 
features of this SENA multi-treatment couch. 
The electronics with SMT (Surface Mounting 
Technology) and the base, seat, back support and 
leg support are backed up by low tension, silent 
and reliable equipment. 

The non-slip upholstery, soft padding and 
ergonomic lines have been designed to provide 
maximum comfort to the patient. 

An attractive 
design with an 
excellent result
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Details 
make the 
di� erence

High quality skai® material 
with fi ne calf leather grain and 
subdued matte-gloss-effect.
Disinfectant resistant.
Fulfi lls medical standard DIN 
EN ISO 10993-5+10.
Long-lasting.
Easy to clean.
Tear resistant.
Blood- and urine resistant . 

Low-noise durable and powerful actuators,  with high speed/
high performance and mechanical endstop for fi rst failure 
safety. This makes it the right choice for the future.

White coextruded multi-layer 
composite sheet with a brilliant surface 
of sanitary acrylic. High chemical 
resistance, high impact strength, long 
durability and off course recyclable.

Ideal cover for 
intensive use

High Performance and Control Variable Positioning

SENOSAN

A special piston / valve system, which separates 
the two pressure chambers in the spring, allows 
effortless movement and locking.

High quality material 
made of ABS + PMMA.

Passion for Quality 
Made in Spain.
It´s just a small thing that most people wouldn’t 
notice, but it’s a detail worth noting in the quest 
for outstanding quality and durability.
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The adjustable chair movements, ensure 
ergonomic working in any position of treatment.

Dimensions

Dama 1 Dama 3 Dama 4 Sena 3 Sena 4Technical details

Ref. 
Ref. with heating
Number of actuators
Power connection
Frecuency
Watt
Standby power
Memories
Warranty
Two-tone colors
Standard color

SN-802E
-------
1 
100-240 VAC
50 / 60 Hz
150 W
Approx. 0.5 W
-
5 years
✓

18

SN-820E
SN-821E
3
100-240 VAC
50 / 60 Hz
300 W
Approx. 0.5 W
2
5 years
✓

18

SN-830E
SN-831E
4
100-240 VAC
50 / 60 Hz
350 W
Approx. 0.5 W
2
5 years
✓

18

SN-825E
-------
3
100-240 VAC
50 / 60 Hz
300 W
Approx. 0.5 W
2
5 years
✗

white

SN-835E
-------
4
100-240 VAC
50 / 60 Hz
350 W
Approx. 0.5 W
2
5 years
✗

white

Movements

Height adjustment
Tilt adjustment
Back adjustment
Legrest adjustment
Link legrest and backrest

Electrical
Gas spring
Gas spring
Gas spring
✓

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Gas spring
✓

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Memories

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Gas spring
✓

Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Memories

Weights

Lifi ting capacity
Chair Weight

200 Kg
78 Kg.

230 Kg
80 Kg.

230 Kg
82 Kg.

230 Kg
82 Kg.

Maximum 
height of 95 cm 
allows you to 
work standing if 
desired. 

Small base footprint 
which takes up less 
space in treatment 
room.

Patented anti tip 
system helps to 
prevent movement 
when the patient 
enters or exits the 
chair.

Powered base, 
back and tilt 
for effortless 
positioning.

Cushioned armrests synchronised with the 
back support, both retractible independently. 

Minimum height from the fl oor and removable 
armrests, ensure ease of access for the patient. 

What’s your ideal 
model?

Ergonomics and 
unlimited comfort

Sturdy and comfortable table position to 
offer a wide range of treatments. 

Cushioned armrests synchronised with the 

230 Kg
82 Kg.
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Head support is adjustable both in angle and height, keeping the head steady and a correct position. 

Split extendible legrest, easy to position allows quick and easy adjustments.

The foot switch is your multifunctional control element for all chair functions. Include home position 
and two memory positions that you customize to your needs. The legrest raises and lowers in accordance with the backrest. This synchronised movement means the patient is comfortable  while the 

backrest is being adjusted. The Trendelemburg is an asset for safety and comfort. 

Syncro
Hands free operation

Extendible Head Support

Extendible Leg Support



Massage cushion is easily swapped with the standard headrest in just a few seconds. The 3D adjustment reaches a 
better and more comfortable position.

Placed at the rear part of the backrest with quick swap of paper rolls. (max. roll lenght 60 cm, Ø 12,5 cm)

Manicure bowl whith ergonomic support.
Chair heating system with 3 temperature settings. The chair heating is especially  pleasant  for the client, and also 
energy saving, because the temperature in the salon can be set a few degrees lower. (Option not valid for Sena)

Massage Headrest

Paper Roll Holder

Manicure BowlThermo heating system
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Magnifying lamp support
Chair side mount magnifying lamp support. Synchronized raising and lowering 
movement with the chair.

Scialytic lamp support
Chair side mount scialytic lamp support. Synchronized raising and 
lowering movement with the chair.

Casters Set
Locking casters provide mobility without sacrifi cing valuable fl oor space. 
Casters add 3 cm. to the minimum seat height.

Protection screen
Protection screen can be attached to either side of the chair. 

Wireless Foot Control
Enjoy the freedom of locating the foot control anywhere in the room. 
Remove cords and eliminate obstacles. 

Hand control
The Dama handset has an ergonomic design and size and features large buttons all 
blending in to a user-friendly handset. Hook for placement on the bed.

Protective Cover
Keeps your chair looking clean and new, protecting the upholstery from the rigors of 
frequent cleaning.
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New generation seats, a 
fusion of contemporary 

design with attention 
to essential ergonomic 

features. A properly 
supported back for 

the professional whilst 
carrying out his duties. 

COSMOS
Anatomic stool with 
backrest, upholstered 
in SKAY, seamless easy 
to clean with piston 
controlled height 
regulation. Soft double 
wheels mounted on a 
chrome fi nish with 5 
support points. Colors can 
be matched to the range 
of colors for the treatment 
beds. 

CORSA

CORSA - V CORSA - L

Ergonomically designed stool to maintain proper posture, 
upholstered in SKAY seamless, easy to clean with piston controlled 
height regulation. Soft double wheels mounted on a chrome fi nish 
with 5 support points. Colors can be matched to the range of colors 
for the treatment beds. 

Very healthy, incredibly comfortable “Saddle 
seat” with backrest. It is possible to adjust 
the height of the stool through gas spring.

Very healthy, incredibly comfortable “Saddle 
seat” with backrest. It is possible to adjust 
the height of the stool through gas spring.

It is possible to adjust the height of the 
stool through gas spring.

MONZA

MONZA - T

Anatomic stool with half 
moon back rest, upholstered 
in SKAY, seamless easy to 
clean with piston controlled 
height regulation. Soft, double 
castors mounted on chrome 
fi nish, with 5 points of support. 
Colors can be matched to 
the range of colors for the 
treatment beds 

Stools
Ergonomic for 
ideal posture.
It´s just a small thing that most people wouldn’t 
notice, but it’s a detail worth noting in the quest 
for outstanding quality and durability.
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High-quality skai® material with fi ne calf leather grain 
and subdued matte-gloss-effect. The very extensive 
and trend-orientated color spectrum enables many 
combinations.

Blanco 1198
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High-quality skai® material with fi ne calf leather grain 
and subdued matte-gloss-effect. The very extensive 
and trend-orientated color spectrum enables many 
combinations.

UPHOLSTERY 

Our senses enable us to appreciate quality 
and aesthetics. Our eyes register every 
nuanced colour hue. Our hands explore 
surfaces and textures.

It is this uncompromising perfection 
which turns Namrol upholstery into an 
experience for all the senses.

The colour samples are indicative and not intended as an 
exact replica of the actual colour of the product.
The products are subject to modifi cations and improvements 
whithout previous notice.

 Negro 1195  Antracita 1197  Cromo 1205  Perla 1288

 Violeta 1354

Azul cielo 1609

 Lila 1356

 Azul Marino 1453

 Mandarina 1458 Naranja 1556  Cyclamen 1381 Rojo 1454

 Lima 1543 Verde claro  1338 Ágave 1273

Blanco 1198

Azul cobalto 1182

 Schoko 1357 

Long-lasting

Tear resistant  

Easy to clean  

Abrasion resistance  

Skin irritation and sensitivity ISO 10993-10 

Cytotoxicity ISO 10993-5  

UV resistance  

Composition

Made in
 

UV

✓

✓

✓

> 50.000

No reaction

Complies

✓

90% PVC-compound
10% knitted fabric

Germany

Dama

Sena
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C. Drets Humans, 17-19
08870 Sitges · Barcelona · Spain
www.namrolgroup.com
export@namrol.com
Tel. : +34 938 113 688

Distributed by


